
1WI202  Alternative Political Economy 
 
Tutor:   Adrian Kreutz, University of Oxford 
E-Mail:  adrian_kreutz@icloud.com 
Essay due:  14th May 2021 11:59pm (via email) 
 
Dear students, we will meet online for an introductory session (details will be circulated), the 
rest of the course is organized in modules provided via email. You can go through them in any 
order you wish, but I would advise starting with Module 1.  
 
Assignment: In order to gain the credit points, you are supposed to write a policy paper (see 
Module 4 for instructions) of no more than 1.000 words on one of the following topics: 
environmental catastrophe, market collapse, mass-migration, unemployment, or public health 
crisis. The paper is due 14th May 2021 11:59pm via email.   
 
Introduction 
 
Zoom Meeting: Fri. 16th April 2021 4:00pm 
Reading:  – Drazen, A. (2000): Political Economy in Macroeconomics. Princeton  
  University Press. Chapter 1: ‘What is Political Economy?’ 
  – Brunham, P. (2018): ‘Political Economy’. In Brown, G., McLean, I.,  
  McMillan, A. (eds.). A Concise Dictionary of Politics and International  
  Relations. Oxford University Press. 
 
Module 1  “Introduction to (Alternative) Political Economy” 
 
Lecture: Introduction to (Alternative) Political Economy   
 
Readings:   Neoclassical Economics: 
  – Arnsperger, C., Varoufakis, Y. (2006): ‘What is Neoclassical   
  Economics?’. In Post-Autistic Economics Review, Vol. 38(1):article 1.  
   
  Heterodox Economics:  
  – Ghilarducci, T., Knauss, T., McGahey, R., Milberg, W., Landes, D.,  
  Nilaj, E. (2021): The Future of Heterodox Economics. Working Paper #1.  
  Schwartz Center for Economic Policy Analysis.   
   
  Feminist Economics:  
  – Women’s Budget Group (2018): What is Feminist Economics?  
  – Nelson, J. (1995): “Feminism and Economics”. In Journal of Economic  
  Perspectives, 9: 131–48. 
  – Macdonald, M. (1995): ‘Feminist Economics: From Theory to   
  Research’. In The Canadian Journal of Economics, Vol. 28(1):159-176. 
   – Fraser, N., Leonard, S. (2016): ‘Capitalisms Crisis of Care’. In   
  Dissent, online. 
   
  Neo-Marxism:  



  – Cartwright, M. (2018): ‘Rethinking World Systems Theory and  
  Hegemony: Towards a Marxist-Realist Synthesis. In E-International  
  Relations, 18th October 2018. 
  – Sewell, R., Woods, A.: An Introduction to Marxist Economics. Marxist  
  Student Federation.  
 
Module 2  “Market Socialism: a viable alternative?” 
 
Lecture: Market Socialism: a viable alternative?  
 
Readings: – Lane, D. (2013): ‘Why market socialism is a viable alternative to  
  neoliberalism’. In British Politics and Policy Blog at LSE.   
  – Gilabert, P. (2019): ‘Socialism’. In Stanford Encyclopaedia of   
  Philosophy. Section 4.2 ‘Market Socialism. 
  – Miller, D. (1990): Market, State, and Community: Theoretical   
  Foundations of Market Socialism. Oxford University Press.   
  ‘Introduction’ 
  – Miller, D. (1991): ‘A Vision of Market Socialism’. In Dissent,   
  Summer 91’. 
  – Griffith, S. (2006): ‘Market socialism in retrospect’. In Contemporary  
  Politics, Vol. 12(2):25-41. 
 
 
Module 3  “Basic Income vs. Job Guarantee” 
 
Lecture: “Basic Income vs. Job Guarantee”  
 
Readings: Basic Income vs. Job Guarantee: 
  – Aguilar-Millan, S., Feeny, A., Oberg, A., Rudd, E. (working paper): ‘The  
  Post-Scarcity World of 2050-2075’. 
  – Frase, P. (2011): ‘Four Futures’. In Jacobin Magazine. 13. December 2011. 
  – De Wispelaere, J., Haagh, L. (2019): ‘Introduction: Basic Income in  
  European Welfare States: Opportunities and Constraints’. In Social Policy &  
  Society, Vol. 18(2): 327-242. 
  – Varoufakis, Y. (2020): ‘Universal basic income is a brilliant idea. Here’s why. 
  Big Think. Watch online: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8B4U7o9kvg 
  –Tcherneva, P. (2013): ‘The Job Guarantee: Delivering the Benefits That  
  Basic Income Only Promises – A Response to Guy Standing’. In Basic Income 
  Studies, Vol. 7(2):66-87. 
  – Kumar, A.. (2020): Book Review: The Case for a Job Guarantee by  
  Pavlina R. Tcherneva. In LSE Review of Books, June 29th 2020. 
   
Module 4 “Writing a Policy Paper” 
 
Introduction: Policy papers offer an authoritative perspective on or solutions to a problem of 
public concern. They are common not only in politics and policy making, but also in business, 
finance, and the industrial sector. Think about the policy paper as providing a decision maker 
with an overview of an issue or problem, and possibly with an authoritative proposal for how to 
solve it. You want to provide a targeted analysis of the problem, assemble the evidence, and 



project the outcomes. You conclude your policy paper with actionable recommendations, such 
as, in the light of x, problem y must be addressed by adopting policy z.  
 
Part of the assignment is to (1) define the problem; (2) assemble the evidence; (3) project the 
outcomes of your recommendation; (4) construct alternatives and confront the trade-offs of 
your recommendation; and (5) make a policy recommendation.  
 
A policy recommendation is a statement that makes a specific proposal for action. (agency x 
should do the following ...). This is different from a purely descriptive policy implication. Your 
data may say that the environmental damage through air pollution in Tübingen is much greater 
than the environmental damage through water pollution. This suggests a policy (namely 
focussing attention on preventing air pollution), but this is not yet a normative policy 
recommendation. No doubt, knowing the mere fact that that the environmental damage 
through air pollution in Tübingen is much greater than the environmental damage through 
water pollution could be useful, but the point is to make it useful. 
 
Think of it in this way: you have done the research on the issue or the problem, you are the 
authority here, now you need to brief someone who will make a decision but doesn’t necessarily 
know much about the details of the problem and/or how to solve it. This is why the policy 
paper should include sufficient evidence to enable the decision-maker to reach a decision on 
the ensuing course of action.  
 
Highlight the urgency of the problem, based on data, and state the significance of your proposed 
solution. Objectivity is your priority – we need arguments, not opinions. Avoid generalisations.  
 
Carefully describe how you have arrived at your recommendation and take into account the pros 
and cons of your proposal. Ask yourself, is my recommendation feasibly? Remember Lane’s 
article ‘Why market socialism is a viable alternative to neoliberalism’ from Module 2: the author 
briefly but carefully describes the trade-offs of market socialism, both from the perspective of 
the neoliberal status-quo and a full-fledged socialist alternative.  
 
As you move through the process of ‘problem-solving’, you will most likely change the 
definition of your problem. Make this apparent to the addressee – strive to be objective but 
acknowledge that the ways in which you describe the world are always subjective. If you can 
think of more than one way to define the problem (i.e., to describe the world) then make this 
overt in your paper. The more views we have on the same junk of reality, the closer we may get 
to objectivity – or, in any case, the bigger the scope of possible solutions, the more likely the 
problem gets solved.  
 
Provide counterarguments, caveats, reservations, and alternative interpretations of your 
problem/data/recommendation. When addressing both problem and solution, think about 
political, economic, legal, social, and perhaps technological and moral factors. This will affect 
who you see the problem, how you communicate it, and the feasibility-constraints you are aware 
of. Sometimes, the proposed solution to a vexed political problem might look perfect from an 
economic perspective, but its technologically impossible or the cause of deep moral concerns. 
Furthermore, think about ‘interests’: who has an interest in what and why?  
 
Political factors might pertain taxation issues and existing policies, but also interests in power. 
Also think about predominant public attitudes. Will my strongly egalitarian proposal be 



accepted in a social and political context which values hierarchy? Oppositional political attitudes 
will make it harder for your proposal to be convincing. Think about the strength of your 
arguments. Economic factors include government spending, inflation, overall cost-effectiveness 
of implementing your proposed solution. Remember that there are demographic factors, such 
as age and income distribution: solution a might be good for context x, but disastrous for context 
y. Also ask yourself, can I think of other, possibly hidden feasibility-constraints? Administrative 
costs, for instance, is something to which our analyses typically pay little attention.  
 
Also remember that there is always the ‘do nothing’ option. Sometimes, albeit for different 
reasons, the existing policy is already best suited to address the problem at hand. Any alternative 
solution might be cost-ineffective or has otherwise proven infeasible. That said, you still have 
to argue for the superiority of the status quo.  
 
Think about doing a SWOT analysis before you start writing on your policy paper. The SWOT 
(strength-weakness/opportunity-threat) analysis is adapted from organizational management 
and business strategy. It explores the surrounding environment of a specific policy proposal and 
allows you to identify the internal characteristics of the policy (concerning the structure of the 
institution or organisation through which the policy in implemented) as either strengths or 
weaknesses and classify external factors (feasibility-constraints from outside institution or 
organisation) as opportunities or threats. You should run each of your recommendations through 
a SWOT analysis. 
 
 Helpful in archiving the 

desired solution  
Harmful in archiving the 
desired solution 

Internal Feasibility-
Constraints 

Strength of your proposal Weaknesses of your proposal 

External Feasibility-
Constraints 

Opportunities for your proposal Threats for your proposal 

 
The last paragraph of your paper should distil your conclusion succinctly and remind the 
addressee of the urgency of the problem, the necessity of investigating, the urgency of action, 
the value of your proposal, i.e., why it should be adopted. Think about it as answering to a ‘who 
cares?’. 
 
Assignment: In order to gain the credit points for this course, you are supposed to write a policy 
paper no more than 1.000 words on one of the following topics: environmental catastrophe, 
market collapse, mass-migration, unemployment, or public health crisis. The paper is due 14th 
May 2021 11:59pm via email.   
 
You are free to come up with your own problem case, such as, for instance, the environmental 
impact of car traffic in Tübingen. Please also think about who it is you are addressing. For my 
sample-case, this might be the local government, or some local NGO. As outlined above, gather 
the data, present the urgency of your issue, and make a proposal.  
 
Your proposal can be grand, such as proposing a basic income policy, a job guarantee policy, or 
even more abstract, such implementing market socialism. Your proposal can also be detailed, 
practical, and narrowly defined. For the example above, one could think about a car-ban or 
some green-energy public transport a detailed and practical solution to air-position. Feel free 
to straddle the abstract and the concrete: there might be an argument for green-energy public 



transport in some more abstract basic income scenario. If that’s the case, say how the abstract 
and the concrete come together. You could, for instance, argue that a only a basic income would 
allow people to use green-energy public transport, which the data shows can solve Tübingen’s 
problem with air-pollution. Or you argue that only when Tübingen adopts a basic income policy 
can it solve the air-pollution problem, because only then can green-energy public transport be 
made economically feasible. Those are toy-example, but I hope you get the point.  
 
Study Material: If you need inspiration, this is a prize-winning policy analysis thesis from the 
Harvard Kennedy School by Mamie Marcus, titled ‘Immigrant Voters in Massachusetts: 
Implications for Political Parties’. It can be accessed here: 
 
http://www.hks.harvard.edu/var/ezp_site/storage/fckeditor/file/pdfs/degreeprograms/oca/pae
-marcuss-immigrant-voters-in-massachusetts.pdf 
 
Another helpful resource is the website ‘icpolicyadvocacy.org’. Their guide to writing a public 
policy paper can be found here: 
 
https://www.icpolicyadvocacy.org/sites/icpa/files/downloads/writing_effective_public_policy_
papers_young_quinn.pdf 
 
A very good book with practical insight is: Bardach, E., Pataschnik, E. (2016): A Practical 
Guide for Policy Analysis. The Eightfold Path to More Effective Problem Solving. Firth Edition. 
Sage Publishing. The authors provide the following four-step guide (2016:xviii): 
 
(1)  In a coherent narrative style, you describe some problem that needs to be mitigated or 
solved. 
(2) You lay out a few alternative courses of action that might be taken. 
(3) To each course of action, you attach a set of projected outcomes that you think your “client” 
or “audience” would care about, suggesting the evidentiary grounds for your projections. 
(4) If no alternative dominates all other alternatives with respect to all the evaluative criteria or 
interest, you indicate the nature and magnitude of the trade-offs implicit in different policy 
choices.  
 
A recorded training workshop for policy briefing at the University of Southampton can be 
found here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zm4Cj9oUDwA 
 


